
7 Inch China Dual Core Android Tablet Affordable Powerhouse 

Parents and bargain hunters looking for a high quality tablet for an unbeatable price will be thrilled 

about the newly launched "Ceros Create", a 7 Inch Dualcore Tablet, according to China Android slate 

seller Chinavasion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

"Tablets with a current Android operating system and reasonable processing power cost well in excess 

of a hundred and fifty dollars," says Li. “While tablets that cost less than a hundred are horrible slow 

devices which are hopelessly out of date.” 

Chinavasion has rectified that with the release of the "Ceros Create" says Li. A tablet which doesn't only 

come with an up to date Android 4.2 operating system, 1GB of dual core processing power and a price 

tag of less than sixty dollars. 

"Affordable doesn't need to mean the same thing as terrible," says Li. "Chinavasion and Ceros has shown 

it is completely possible to develop a tablet that will cost customers a lot less than a hundred dollars 

while still boasting specifications of devices twice the price." 

Li says running multiple applications and gaming will be a breeze on the tablet thanks to a dualcore 

1GHz processor and capable DDR3 RAM. 

"Productivity with the "Ceros Create" is king," says Li.  "It doesn't matter if the user is running Kingsoft 

office alongside adobe reader or playing a long game of Ravensword, the "Ceros Create" will meet their 

needs.” 

With 4GB of internal memory and a potential memory capacity of 36GB and a massive 2200maH battery 

Li says users can be sure they won't be caught short when they need the tablet most. 

"With so many kids needing the cheap Android tablets  for school and parents being on tight budgets 

the "Ceros Create" makes for an exciting combination." 
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http://www.chinavasion.com/china/wholesale/Android_Tablets/7_Android_Tablet_PC/7_Inch_Android_4.2_Tablet_PC_Ceros_Create_-_Dual_Core_CPU_512MB_DDR3_RAM_Dual_Camera/
http://www.chinavasion.com/china/wholesale/Android_Tablets/


Li says build quality hasn't been scrimped on with the device featuring a thin, ergonomically friendly 

profile and a back panel sculpted for easier grip. 

"The ‘Ceros Create’ is big enough to watch a movie but small enough to slip it into a bag or hold it with 

one hand if the need should arise," says Li. 

China tablet maker Ceros is quickly creating a name for itself in China and in the West with its ability to 

offer tablets with some of the best specs possible while still maintaining prices lower than high street 

brands with similar or even lower specs. 

In fact Li says "Ceros Create" users can expect the dualcore tablet to cost the same as many brand name 

tablets with single core processors and much lower specs. 

“Ceros and Chinavasion has gone out of their way to offer devices with the very best specs for the 

lowest possible prices,” said Li. 

For more please visit the wholesale electronics store. 

 

http://www.chinavasion.com/

